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Gas giants transiting bright nearby stars are stepping stones for our understanding of plan-
etary system formation and evolution mechanisms. This paper presents a particularly inter-
esting new specimen of this kind of exoplanet discovered by the WASP-South transit survey,
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WASP-193 b. This planet completes an orbit around its Vmag = 12.2 F9 main-sequence host
star every 6.25 d. Our analyses found that WASP-193 b has a mass of Mp = 0.139±0.029MJup

and a radius of Rp = 1.464 ± 0.058 RJup, translating into an extremely low density of ρp =
0.059 ± 0.014 g cm−3. The planet was confirmed photometrically by the 0.6-m TRAPPIST-
South, the 1.0-m SPECULOOS-South telescopes, and the TESS mission, and spectroscopi-
cally by the ESO-3.6-m/HARPS and Euler-1.2-m/CORALIE spectrographs. The combina-
tion of its large transit depth (dF ∼ 1.4 %), its extremely-low density, its high-equilibrium
temperature (Teq = 1254 ± 31 K), and the infrared brightness of its host star (magnitude
Kmag = 10.7) makes WASP-193 b an exquisite target for characterization by transmission
spectroscopy (transmission spectroscopy metric: TSM 1∼600). One single JWST transit ob-
servation would yield detailed insights into its atmospheric properties and planetary mass2,
within ∼0.1 dex and ∼1% (vs ∼20% currently with radial velocity data) respectively.

WASP-193 was observed by the WASP-South3 survey in 2006–2008 and 2011–2012. The WASP
photometry revealed a periodic signal consistent with transits of a giant planet with an orbital
period of 6.25d (see Methods). Ground-based photometric follow-up was obtained using the
TRAPPIST-South4, 5 and SPECULOOS-South6–8 telescopes, and spectroscopic measurements were
performed using CORALIE9 and HARPS10 spectrographs.

We used TRAPPIST-South and SPECULOOS-South to observe five transits of WASP-193 b, one
in the I + z filter (02 January 2015), one in a ‘Blue-Blocking’ (BB) filter (06 April 2015), one
in the Sloan-z′ filter (27 January 2017), and two in the Johnson-B filter (08 June 2019). Addi-
tional photometric measurements were collected by the TESS11 mission with 1800, 600, and 120 s
cadences, of which we used in our analysis the PCDSAP fluxes corresponding to 600 and 120 s
(see Methods). All these photometric observations are summarized in Table 4 and are presented in
Figure 1 (left panel).

In addition, we used the Euler-1.2m/CORALIE and ESO-3.6m/HARPS spectrographs to observe
WASP-193. We obtained 12 and 11 spectroscopic measurements with CORALIE and HARPS
in 2015 and 2019, respectively. We used the cross-correlation technique12 to extract the radial
velocity measurements (see Methods). The resulting radial velocity curve is presented in Figure 1
(right panel).

All the follow-up data were consistent with the planetary origin of the transit signal identified by
WASP. The high-precision follow-up light curves acquired in different filters showed no chromatic
dependence. Indeed, the transit depths obtained with different bands agree at 1σ level (see Table 2).
The radial velocities phased up with the transit time and period of 6.25 d, consistent with the
transit timings, and the bisector analysis of the HARPS and CORALIE spectra13 did not reveal any
dependence of the measured radial velocities with the bisector span (see Figure 1, right panels).

To constrain the stellar atmospheric parameters of WASP-193, we co-added HARPS and CORALIE
spectra to produce a single stellar spectrum with a high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N∼75) and ana-
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lyzed it as described in ref.14. This analysis enabled us to constrain the following parameters: the
spectral type, the metallicity [Fe/H], the effective temperature Teff , the surface gravity log g⋆, and
the rotational velocity V sin(i) (see Methods). The resulting values show that WASP-193 is a F9-
type Sun-like star with Teff = 6076± 120 K, log g⋆ = 4.1± 0.1 dex, [Fe/H] = −0.06± 0.09 dex
and V sin(i) = 4.3 ± 0.8 km s−1. Using our measured Teff , the star’s magnitudes in different
broadband filters (see Table 1), and its Gaia eDR3 parallax15, we conducted a SED-fitting to derive
a stellar radius of R⋆ = 1.225+0.032

−0.029 R⊙ by employing the EXOFASTv216 pipeline. Adopting Teff ,
[Fe/H], and R⋆ as the basic input set, we then derived the stellar mass M⋆ and age t⋆ from stel-
lar evolutionary modeling. We used the CLES (Code Liégeois d’Évolution Stellaire17), building
the best-fit stellar evolutionary track according to the input parameters following the Levenberg-
Marquadt minimisation scheme, as explained in ref.18. We obtained M⋆ = 1.102± 0.070 M⊙ and
t⋆ = 4.43± 1.92 Gyr. Table 1 summarizes the stellar parameters inferred from our analyses.

We derived the system’s parameters by conducting a global model fitting together the photometric
and spectroscopic data using the latest version of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) code
described in ref.19, employing the Mandel & Agol 20 and a 2-body Keplerian models21, respectively
(see Methods). Table 2 shows the deduced stellar and planetary physical parameters along with
their 1σ intervals.

We find that planet has a radius of Rp = 1.464±0.058RJup and a mass of Mp = 0.139±0.029MJup

(∼ 3MNeptune), resulting in a surprisingly low density of ρp = 0.059±0.014 g/cm3 (see top panel
in Figure 2). This extremely low density positioned WASP-193 b as the second lightest planet
discovered so far after Kepler 51 d (ρ = 0.04 ± 0.01 g/cm3) (both planets’ densities connected
at 1σ level), and as the lightest planet over the hot-Jupiter population. It is worth noting that we
restricted our comparison to planets that are precisely characterized, with dynamical masses and
radii precisions better than 25% and 8%, repectively22. This approach aimed to eliminate any
potential bias introduced by comparing WASP-193 b with inadequately characterized planets that
could impede conclusive findings. Notably, these poorly characterized planets exhibit a 1σ level
association with distinct planet populations, further emphasizing the challenge of performing a
meaningful analysis of their nature due to significant degeneracies.

Remarkably, considering the irradiation of about Sp = 6 × 105 W/m2 (or 440× larger than that
of Earth) inferred from our analysis (see the bottom panel in Figure 2), classical evolution models
of irradiated giant planets23–26 are not able to reproduce WASP-193 b’s radius. Indeed, using the
irradiated gas giant model from ref.23 for a core mass of 0 to 10 M⊕ and age between 1.0 to 4.5
Gyrs, the predicted radius is found to be 0.9–1.1 RJup. We also used the equation derived by ref.25

from 35 exoplanets with Mp < 150 M⊕. In this case, the resulting predicted radius is found to be
Rp = 0.82 ± 0.14 RJup. Finally, we used the model of ref.26 to calculate the radius of the planet
using data from 286 hot Jupiters with known masses and radii. In this scenario, the predicted radius
measures Rp = 1.1± 0.1 RJup. Therefore, WASP-193 b joins thus the sub-group of ‘anomalously
large’ irradiated gas giants27.
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Planet Interior

In the core accretion model, planets at this mass range are expected to have non-negligible amounts
of heavy elements28. This is at odds with the low density of WASP-193 b. Alternatively, the
planet could have formed by disk instability, as it was recently shown by ref.29 that magnetically
controlled disk fragmentation could lead to intermediate-mass clumps of H-He. The formation
mechanism of planets like WASP-193 b remains uncertain, including its potential orbital evolution
and we hope that future formation models can address its formation mechanism.

We calculated the evolution of WASP-193 b following the framework presented by ref.30, which
assumes a hot start core accretion formation scenario31. The models use the equations of state32

for H-He and for a 50-50 water-rock mix33. The planetary radius corresponds to the photosphere
where the optical depth drops below 2/3. Gas opacities are taken from ref.34. Additional details on
the interior evolution model can be found in ref.30. We adapted the evolution models of ref.30 to ac-
count for the evolution of the host star where the stellar luminosity follows a pre-calculated stellar
evolution track. The luminosity as a function of time was calculated with the MESA Isochrones
and Stellar Tracks (MIST)35, 36 with the mass of M⋆ = 1.068M⊙ and slightly sub-solar metallicity
[Fe/H] = −0.06 obtained from our spectroscopic analysis. The age-range of the planet was de-
fined by the ages at which the stellar luminosity from the evolution tracks matched the inferred one
L = 1.87+0.18

−0.16 L⊙ (see also Table 1). As there is no clear correlation between stellar metallicity
and the composition of giant planets 37, the bulk composition of WASP-193 b cannot be inferred
from the measured stellar [Fe/H]. As a result, we considered two end members of the planetary
composition (i.e., planetary metallicity). First, we calculated the evolution of WASP-193 b with
Z = 0.0, representing the lowest metallicity case. Naively, one would expect a pure H-He planet
to yield the largest radius (and lowest density) at a given time. However, since a metal-enriched at-
mosphere has a higher opacity and therefore delays the cooling, a planet with Z > 0 could actually
contract more slowly38. It has been shown that a turn-over value of Z exists for which the effect of
the increased density wins over the delayed cooling. After that, the planetary size decreases with
increasing Z (see ref.38 for further details). For planet WASP-193 b, the turn-over value is Z = 0.1.
Therefore, we also considered the evolution of WASP-193 b with Z = 0.1. The evolution of the
planetary radius for the two cases is shown in Figure 3. While the enriched atmosphere in the
Z = 0.1 case yielded a larger radius until around 1 Gyr, it is clear that neither model can reproduce
the observed radius of WASP-193 b for the possible stellar ages. The influence of the stellar evolu-
tion is more profound at early times when the star has a higher luminosity. The planet cools down
as the stellar luminosity decreases and the star reaches the main sequence. We find that the planet
has a size comparable to that of WASP-193 b only for an age of a few 10 Myr, which is inconsistent
with the estimated age of the host star. Clearly, the large observed radius of ∼1.5 RJup at an age
of several Gyr cannot be reproduced unless other mechanisms are at work, these include processes
that (1) delay the cooling of the planet, or (2) deposit heat deep in the planetary interior and mass
loss, all of which are in principle dependent on metallicity Z. We discuss such mechanisms below.
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Delay in planetary cooling Inefficient cooling can be caused by various processes, such as an
enhanced atmospheric opacity that leads to longer cooling time scales, interiors that are not fully
convective, and phase separations. For the former, as we show in Figure 3, the effect of prolonged
cooling via opacity enhancement is insufficient to explain WASP-193 b’s large radius. Addition-
ally, it would be possible that the opacity is enhanced due to dust grains or cloud decks, which
were not included in our models. However, it is unlikely that this would increase the radius be-
yond a few percent39, 40. Also, in the case of a not fully convective interior, the planet contracts
at a lower rate. This can occur when the interior consists of boundary layers and/or composition
gradients41–43. Such a configuration can lead to much higher internal temperatures at a given age44

and is expected to lead to an increase in radius by up to ∼10%45. Therefore, this scenario also
cannot explain the large observed radius. Phase separation could also lead to slower cooling. In
giant planets, He-rain can delay the planetary cooling46. Its ability to increase the planetary radii
is, however, limited to a few percent47. More importantly, a planet of ∼0.14 MJup as WASP-193 b
is not expected to reach internal pressures that are high enough for He to become immiscible47. A
self-consistent model that incorporates layered-convection, tidal heating, boundary layers as well
as enhanced opacities and dust-rich atmospheres to delay the cooling to its maximum would be
required to fully evaluate whether the combined mechanisms are sufficient to explain the mea-
sured radius. However, the observed radius of WASP-193 b is 40-50% larger than predictions from
evolution models. Therefore, these mechanisms are unlikely to add up to account for the inflated
radius fully.

Heat deposition and mass loss The planet may be heated at depth due to Ohmic dissipation or
tidal heating. However, tidal heating is unlikely to be the mechanism that inflates hot Jupiters since
it has been observed that the inflated radii correlate with stellar flux better than with the distance to
the hot star25, 48. Currently, Ohmic dissipation seems to be the most promising mechanism49. This
is because the atmosphere of WASP-193 b is sufficiently hot (Teq ∼ 1250 K) that trace elements
in the H-He gas can be partially ionized and allow for atmospheric currents to penetrate deep into
the interior. For hot Jupiters, the radius inflation power depends on the incident flux50. If WASP-
193 b experiences similar inflation mechanisms, this suggests that mechanisms that are coupled to
stellar heating, including Ohmic dissipation, are favorable, and possibly, multiple mechanisms are
at play. Additional heating in the deep interior could be occurring together with semi-convective
and/or boundary layers. This could effectively trap some of the deposited energy and delay the
planetary cooling.
We estimate the additional energy required to explain the observed radius of WASP-193 b inde-
pendent of the heating mechanism. We determine the planetary total internal energy E0 at a time
t0 where the planet’s radius matches the observed one. The energy required for the additional in-
flation is then ∆E = E0 − Etoday, where Etoday is the internal energy at the mean stellar age. We
find that t0 = 40 Myr (Z = 0) and 60 Myr (Z = 0.1), which yielded a similar ∆E ∼ 1040 erg for
the two cases. For comparison, the energy WASP-193 b receives today by the stellar irradiation is
∼ 5× 1036 erg/yr, about four orders of magnitude lower.
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Finally, the relatively low mass of WASP-193 b, its high stellar irradiation, and its location at the
edge of the sub-Jovian valley in the M-R diagram might hint that it may be losing mass. If this
is the case, the extended observed radius may be related to material evaporating and leaving the
planet. However, this is only a speculation, and we stress that there is no indication in the mea-
surements for atmospheric loss. It is possible to use theoretical models of mass loss for highly
irradiated planets to estimate whether atmospheric escape is significant for WASP-193 b. We cal-
culate the restricted Jeans escape parameter Λ ∝ Mp/TeqRp from ref.51, which can be used to
identify planets for which atmospheric escape is important. For WASP-193 b we find Λ = 3.7.
It was shown in ref.51 that Λ values lower than the critical value of ΛT = 15 − 35 correspond to
significant atmospheric loss. As a result, the atmospheric mass loss could be important for WASP-
193 b. However, we emphasize that detailed hydrodynamic simulations should be performed to
fully assess the importance of atmospheric escape for WASP-193 b.

Overall, the evolution model cannot explain the observations of WASP-193 b, despite its being
state-of-the-art. A self-consistent model that incorporates layered convection, boundary layers, as
well as enhanced opacities, and dust-rich atmospheres to delay the cooling to its maximum would
be required to evaluate whether the combined mechanisms are sufficient to explain the measured
radius. However, this would require considerable effort in improving existing evolution models,
which is out of the scope of this study. Besides advances in modelling, additional constraints on
the atmospheric escape, composition, and temperature structure might be obtained by conduct-
ing transit spectroscopy using the JWST, providing key information to unravel the nature of this
low-density planet, as discussed in the following.

Atmospheric characterization prospects Owing to its remarkably low density, the hot Jupiter
WASP-193 b is a prime target for atmospheric characterization. As highlighted in Figure 4, its
transmission spectroscopy metric (TSM 1) is amongst the highest to date (∼600). We used the
TIERRA retrieval framework52 to assess quantitatively the insights that would be accessible with a
single visit of JWST. To this end, we performed an injection-retrieval on a synthetic WASP-193 b
atmosphere using abundances consistent with WASP-39 b (see Methods). We assume the use of
NIRSpec/Prism as its wavelength coverage provides the best trade-off for atmospheric exploration.
Figure 5 presents the synthetic data, the best fit, and the retrieved planetary parameters. We find
that a single transit observation can yield the abundances of strong absorbers within 0.1 dex, as-
suming no significant opacity challenge52 as expected for hot Jupiters53. Most importantly, we
find that the planetary mass is tightly constrained within ∼1% in comparison to the current ∼20%
precision achieved with radial velocity measurements. This tight constraint is enabled by the in-
dependent constraints on the atmospheric scale height (H = 3008 ± 119 km), temperature, and
abundance accessible via transmission spectroscopy at such high TSM2. While a single visit with
JWST/NIRSpec/Prism would provide the most insights into the planetary atmosphere, a single
JWST/NIRISS SOSS observation would also allow to detect the He absorption triplet, this would
provide preliminary insights into the current atmospheric loss54, 55. Ground-based high-resolution
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measures could later complement this picture by constraining the line profile56, helping to vali-
date or dismiss the hypothesis that atmospheric loss is responsible for the observed low-density
nature of this planet. Moreover, using the NIRISS/SOSS, it would also be possible to place some
constraints on the atmospheric metallicity (M/H), carbon-to-oxygen ratio (C/O), and potassium-
to-oxygen ratio (K/O)57, shedding some light into the formation process of WASP-193 b. For
example, the hypothetical combination of a super-solar metallicity, super-solar K/O ratio, and sub-
solar C/O ratio may suggest that the planet formed beyond the H2O snow line followed by inward
migration, producing an efficient accretion of planetesimals 58–60. Therefore, in general terms, the
characteristics of WASP-193 b, along with its exquisite suitability for atmospheric characteriza-
tion, position it as a benchmark planet for gaining insights into the properties of the population of
low-density planets.
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Figure 1: Left panel: Follow-up transit photometry of WASP-193 b. Four transits were observed by
TRAPPIST-South, one by SPECULOOS-South, and the observations performed by TESS in Sector
36 and 63 with 10 and 2-min cadences, respectively. In all the cases, the period-folded is displayed
using the best-fitting transit ephemeris deduced from our global MCMC analysis. Each transit light
curve has been corrected by the baseline model presented in Table 4. The coloured points with error
bars are data binned to 20 min, and the best-fitting model is superimposed in black. Top right panel:
RVs obtained with the CORALIE and HARPS spectrographs for WASP-193 period-folded using
the best-fitting orbital model, which is superimposed as a solid line (in m s−1). RVs color line of
the best fitting shows the Doppler effect. Middle right panel: RV residuals of the fit (in m s−1).
The coloured triangles and circles correspond to the CORALIE and the HARPS data, respectively.
Bottom right panel: Bisector-span as a function of RV (in m s−1) of WASP-193 obtained with
the CORALIE and HARPS spectrographs. We assumed that the bisector-span error bars as twice
the RV error bars71–73. There is no significant correlation between the bisector-spans and RVs (the
resulting Pearson r coefficient was found to be rHarps = 0.07 for HARPS and rCoralie = 0.21 for
CORALIE); therefore, the Pearson coefficient supports no significant correlation between RVs and
BIS.
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Figure 2: Planetary diagrams of known transiting exoplanets obtained from NASA Archive of Exo-
planets with radius and mass precisions better than 8% and 25%, respectively. Top panel: Planetary
density as a function of the planetary mass. The size of the points scale with the planetary radius.
The points are coloured according to their equilibrium temperature. WASP-193 b and the least
dense planets known to date are labelled and displayed with their 1σ uncertainties (Kepler-51 d74,
WASP-17 b75, WASP-127 b76 and HAP-P-65 b77). Bottom panel: Planetary radius as a function
of the stellar incident flux. The size of the points scale with the TSM1. The points are coloured
according to their planetary density. The radii begin to show a correlation with stellar incident
fluxes at ∼ 2× 105 W m−2 (vertical gray line)78.
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observations are shown as the black error bars and the grey-shaded regions. The radius evolution
of the planet includes the effect of the evolving stellar irradiation (see text for details). Note
that the slow cooling of the model with Z = 0.1 allows for larger radii compared to a pure H-He
composition.
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Figure 4: Feasibility of WASP-193 b for transmission spectroscopy studies. The transmission
spectroscopy metric (TSM) is presented as a function of the planetary density of known transiting
exoplanets obtained from the NASA Exoplanet Archive with radius and mass precisions better than
8% and 25%, respectively. The point size scales with the planetary radius. The points are coloured
according to the host star Jmag. The black circle highlights WASP-193 b.
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Figure 5: WASP-193 b as an exquisite target for atmospheric characterization. a. Syn-
thetic transmission spectrum model and best-fit model for the injection-retrieval test for a sin-
gle JWST/NIRSpec/Prism transit of WASP-193 b. Models and tests are produced with TIERRA
pipeline52. b. Posterior probability distributions of the key planetary properties retrieved showcas-
ing that one single JWST visit can yield the constraints on the main atmospheric properties and the
planetary mass within ∼0.1 dex and ∼1%, respectively.
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Star information
Parameter WASP-193 Source
Identifying information:
WASP ID 1SWASPJ105723.88-295949.6
GAIA DR3 ID 5453063823882876032 Ref. 15

TESS ID TIC 49043968 Ref. 79

2MASS ID 10572385-2959497 Ref. 80

RA [J2000] 10h57m23.85s Ref. 15

Dec [J2000] −29◦59′49.66′′ Ref. 15

Parallax and distance:
Plx [mas] 2.648 ± 0.015 Ref. 15

Distance [pc] 377.72 ± 2.17 Ref. 15

Photometric properties:
Vmag [APASS] 12.19 ± 0.09 Ref. 81

Bmag [APASS] 12.72 ± 0.03 Ref. 81

Gmag [Gaia DR3] 12.033 ± 0.003 Ref. 15

Jmag [2MASS] 10.95 Ref. 80

Hmag [2MASS] 10.81± 0.03 Ref. 80

Kmag [2MASS] 10.75 ± 0.04 Ref. 80

TESSmag 11.63 ± 0.01 Ref. 79

W1mag [WISE] 10.64 ± 0.03 Ref. 82

W2mag [WISE] 10.68 ± 0.03 Ref. 82

W3mag [WISE] 10.49 ± 0.09 Ref. 82

Stellar parameters from spectroscopic analysis
Teff [K] 6076 ± 120 This work (section 1)
log g⋆ [dex] 4.1 ± 0.1 This work (section 1)
log(R′

hk) [dex] 5.30± 0.07 This work (section 1)
[Fe/H] [dex] -0.06 ± 0.09 This work (section 1)
V sin(i) [km/s] 4.3 ± 0.8 This work (section 1)
vmacro [km/s] 4.45 This work (section 1)
vmicro [km/s] 1.17 This work (section 1)
Spectral type F9 This work (section 1)
Stellar parameters from SED and CLES analysis
Teff [K] 6080+90

−98 EXOFASTv2 (This work section 1)
[Fe/H] −0.193± 0.086 EXOFASTv2 (This work section 1)
M⋆[M⊙] 1.120± 0.051 EXOFASTv2 (This work section 1)
M⋆[M⊙] 1.102± 0.070 CLES (This work section 1)
R⋆[R⊙] 1.225+0.032

−0.029 EXOFASTv2 (This work section 1)
L⋆[L⊙] 1.65+0.13

−0.12 EXOFASTv2 (This work section 1)
Age [Gyr] 4.4± 1.9 CLES (This work section 1)
Age [Gyr] 6.6± 2.4 EXOFASTv2 (This work section 1)

Table 1: Stellar properties of WASP-193 derived from astrometry, photometry, spectroscopy, SED
and CLES analysis.
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Parameter Symbol Value Value Unit

(Circular, e = 0) (Eccentric, e ̸= 0)

Deduced stellar parameters WASP-193

Mean density ρ⋆ 0.567+0.051
−0.048 0.557+0.051

−0.047 ρ⊙

Stellar mass M⋆ 1.068± 0.066 1.059+0.067
−0.068 M⊙

Stellar radius R⋆ 1.235± 0.027 1.239± 0.028 R⊙

Luminosity L⋆ 1.87+0.18
−0.16 1.88+0.18

−0.16 L⊙

Deduced planet parameters WASP-193 b

Scaled semi-major axis a/R⋆ 11.81± 0.34 11.74+0.35
−0.34 R⋆

Orbital semi-major axis a 0.0678± 0.0014 0.0676± 0.0015 au

Orbital inclination ip 88.51+0.57
−0.43 88.49+0.78

−0.49 deg

Eccentricity e 0 (fixed) 0.056+0.068
−0.040 –

Density ρp 0.059+0.015
−0.014 0.059+0.015

−0.013 g cm−3

Surface gravity log gp 2.23+0.09
−0.11 2.22+0.09

−0.11 cgs

Mass Mp 0.141+0.029
−0.030 0.139± 0.029 MJup

Radius Rp 1.463+0.059
−0.057 1.464+0.059

−0.057 RJup

Equilibrium temperature Teq 1252± 30 1254± 31 K

Irradiation Sp 5.58+0.57
−0.52 × 105 5.62+0.53

−0.57 × 105 Wm−2

Bayesian Information Criterion BIC 2324 2318 –

Table 2: The WASP-193 system parameters derived from our global MCMC analysis (medians
and 1σ limits of the marginalized posterior probability distributions).
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1 Methods

WASP observations and data reduction The Super-WASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets3)
project consists of data obtained at telescopes located at two sites: Sutherland Station of the South
African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) and the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos
on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands. The field-of-view (FOV) of each instrument is
482 deg2 with a pixel scale of 13.7” pixel−1. These instruments are capable of obtaining photom-
etry with a precision better than 1% for objects with V -magnitudes between 7.0 and 11.53. The
WASP ground-based transit survey has discovered almost 200 planets, transiting bright nearby
stars, mostly hot Jupiters plus minor fraction of short-period Saturn- and Neptune-mass objects.

Many WASP planets have proven to be among the most favorable targets for detailed atmospheric
characterization with current facilities such as the HST83, VLT84, Magellan85, and JWST86 (e.g.,
WASP-17 b87, WASP-101 b88, WASP-121 b89 and WASP-127 b90). The hot-star WASP-193* was
observed by the WASP-South survey in 2006 and 2012. The WASP data calibration (bias and dark
subtraction, and flat-field division) was performed using a bespoke pipeline91 developed in Fortran.
Aperture photometry was performed on the final calibrated images, where the stars’ fluxes were
measured in three photometric apertures with radii of 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 pixels, following the method
described by ref.3, 91, 92. The WASP phase-folded light curve obtained for WASP-193 is presented
in Figure 6. The search for transit events in the WASP photometry was conducted employing
the Box-Least-Square (BLS) method as described in ref.91. The alert for this candidate triggered
the ground-based follow-up campaign using both photometry and spectroscopy measurements to
confirm the planetary nature of the detected signal.

TRAPPIST-South photometry TRAPPIST (TRAnsiting Planets and PlanetesImals Small Tele-
scope) network is composed of the 0.6-m twin robotic telescopes TRAPPIST-South and TRAPPIST-
North4, 5, 93. For WASP-193, we used TRAPPIST-South located at the La Silla observatory in Chile.
It is equipped with a thermo-electrically 2K×2K FLI ProLine PL3041-BB CCD camera with a
FOV of 22′ × 22′ and a pixel scale of 0.65′′ per pixel. TRAPPIST-South observed a full transit of
WASP-193 b in the Sloan-z′ filter on 27 January 2017 with an exposure time of 20s, three partial
transits, one in the I+z filter on 02 January 2015 with an exposure time of 10s, one in the BB filter
on 06 April 2015 with an exposure time of 8s, and a last one in the Johnson-B filter on 08 June
2019 with an exposure time of 25s. Data calibration and differential photometry were performed
using the PROSE† pipeline66. The reduced light curves obtained for WASP-193 are presented in
Figure 1.

SPECULOOS-South photometry The SPECULOOS (Search for habitable Planets EClipsing
ULtra-cOOl Stars) robotic telescope network is composed of the SPECULOOS Southern Observatory6–8

*Other stellar designations: 1SWASPJ105723.88-295949.6 = TYC 6647-516-1 = Gaia DR2
5453063823882876032 = 2MASS 10572385-2959497

†PROSE: https://github.com/lgrcia/prose
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Figure 6: Detrended discovery light-curve of WASP-193 obtained with WASP-South (gray points:
unbinned and black points: bin width = 30 min), period-folded using the orbital period deduced
from our data analysis.

(SSO), with four 1-m telescopes at ESO Paranal Observatory in Chile and two 1-m telescopes in
the Northern hemisphere: the SPECULOOS Northern Observatory94 (SNO) at Teide Observatory
in Spain and SAINT-EX95 (Search And characterIsatioN of Transiting EXoplanets) at San Pedro
Mártir Observatory in Mexico. These facilities are identical Ritchey-Chretien telescopes equipped
with ANDOR iKon-L BEX2-DD cameras and 2048×2088 e2v CCD detectors, with a FOV of 12′

× 12′ and a pixel scale of 0.35′′ per pixel. We observed a partial transit of WASP-193 b with one
of the four telescopes of SSO on 08 June 2019 in the Johnson-B filter with an exposure time of
25s. Data calibration and differential photometry were performed using the PROSE pipeline66.
The reduced light curve obtained is presented in Figure 1.

TESS photometry The TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite11) mission was launched by
NASA in April 2018. Its main goal is to detect and characterise transiting exoplanets smaller than
Neptune orbiting nearby bright stars. TESS’s combined FOV is 24◦ × 96◦, and one pixel is ∼ 21”
on the sky. WASP-193 was observed by TESS with a 30-min cadence in the ninth sector of its
primary mission (from 28 February to 26 March 2019), with a 10-min cadence during its extended
mission in sector 36 (from 07 March to 02 April 2021) and with 2-min cadence in sector 63 (from
10 March 2023 to 06 April 2023). We retrieved the light curves produced by the TESS Science
Processing Operations Center pipeline96–98 (PDC-SAP) corresponding to the 2-min and 10-min
cadences from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescope. These light curves are corrected for
instrument systematics and crowding effects.

Spectroscopic and radial-velocity measurements In this paper, we used RV measurements ob-
tained by CORALIE (mounted on the 1.2-m Swiss Euler telescope located at ESO La Silla in
Chile9) and HARPS (mounted on the 3.6-m telescope at ESO La Silla in Chile10) spectrographs.
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We obtained 12 (between June 2015 and June 2018) and 11 (between February and July 2019)
spectroscopic measurements of WASP-193 with the CORALIE and HARPS spectrographs, re-
spectively. We applied the cross-correlation method12 on the observed spectra of WASP-193 to
extract the radial velocity measurements presented in Table 6.

The RV measurements of WASP-193 are in phase with the ephemerides from the WASP-
South photometric data, but the planet was not independently detected in the RV data. The offset
between RV data sets is taken into account by modeling the systematic velocity for each instru-
ment during the global analysis. The marginally strongest signal in the generalised Lomb-Scargle
periodogram99 coincided with the transit period of 6.25 days, though the significance was below
10% FAP. The RV measurements obtained with CORALIE and HARPS are presented in Table 6,
and the phase-folded RV curve of WASP-193 is presented in Figure 1. The corresponding RV
based on the fitting linear slope, enables us to discard the blended eclipsing binary (BEB) scenario
and to keep the planetary companion. We calculated the Pearson r coefficient, which measures
the correlation between two parameters. The results were consistent with zero, i.e., no correlation;
rHarps = 0.07 and rCoralie = 0.21 for HARPS and CORALIE, respectively. Hence, the Pearson r
coefficient supported the planetary nature of WASP-193 b.

We used co-added spectra obtained with the HARPS spectrograph to produce a single spectrum
with S/N of 75, which allowed us to constrain the stellar atmospheric parameters of WASP-193
better using the method described by ref.14. The metallicity, [Fe/H], was computed from the Fe
lines, the effective temperature, Teff , was computed from the Hα line, the surface gravity, log g,
was estimated from the Mg Ib and Na ID lines, the activity index, log(R′

hk), was constrained from
the Ca II H+K lines and the rotational velocity, V sin(i), was measured by assuming a macroturbu-
lence value of vmacro = 4.45 km s−1, which was extracted from the calibration formula100, and a mi-
croturbulence value of vmicro = 1.17 km s−1, which was extracted from the calibration formula101.
With these values, it was found that WASP-193 is a Sun-like star with Teff = 6076 ± 120 K,
log g⋆ = 4.1 ± 0.1 dex, [Fe/H] = −0.06 ± 0.09 dex, V sin(i) = 4.3 ± 0.8 km s−1, and
log(R′

hk) = 5.30 ± 0.07 [dex]. Using the MKCLASS ‡ program102, we got a spectral-type of
F9 from the observed HARPS spectrum. This is consistent with that estimated from the stellar
atmospheric parameters and B − V color index.

Stellar parameters from the ExoFASTv2 analysis As an independent check of the derived stellar
parameters for WASP-193, we performed an analysis using the exoplanet fitting suite, EXOFASTv216, 103.
EXOFASTv2 uses a differential evolution MCMC to globally and simultaneously model the star and
planet. The built-in Gelman–Rubin statistic104, 105 is used to check the convergence of the chains.
A full description of EXOFASTv2 was given by ref.16.

Within the fit, the host star’s parameters are determined using the SEDs (see Figure 7) con-

‡MKCLASS: http://www.appstate.edu/˜grayro/mkclass/
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Figure 7: SED model (black line) of WASP-193 and the EXOFASTv2 fit with broads and averages
(blue circles) and broadband measurements (red). The error bars in wavelength denote the band-
width of the corresponding filter and the error bars in flux denote the measurement uncertainties.

structed from our broadband photometry, MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST) evolu-
tionary models35, 36. For the SED fits performed within EXOFASTv2, we used photometry from
APASS DR9 BV81, 2MASS HK80, and ALL-WISE W1, W2 and W382, which are presented in
Table 1.

We applied Gaussian priors to the parameters Teff , log g⋆, and [Fe/H] using the obtained values
from the spectroscopic analysis (Section 1). We also enforced Gaussian priors on the Gaia DR315

parallax (adding 82 µas to the reported value and adding 33 µas in quadrature to the error, following
the recommendation of ref.106). We adopted an upper limit on the extinction of AV = 0.20 from
ref.107 using their web interface§. The results of EXOFASTv2 fit are presented in Table 1.

Stellar parameters using CLES We used our Liège stellar evolution code, CLES, to determine the
age and mass of the host star. All the details concerning the input physics (treatment of convection,
surface boundary conditions, nuclear reaction rates, equation of state, opacities, and diffusion) can
be found in Sect. 2.3 of ref.18. We adopted the solar mixture of ref.108. As inputs, we used the
spectroscopic Teff and [Fe/H], as well as the stellar radius R⋆ obtained from SED-fitting using
ExoFASTv2¶. We computed stellar evolutionary tracks and selected the best-fit one according to the
input parameters following the Levenberg-Marquadt minimisation scheme, as explained in ref.18.
We obtained M⋆ = 1.102± 0.070M⊙ and t⋆ = 4.4± 1.9 Gyr (see Table 1).

§ https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
¶Very similar results are obtained adopting instead the luminosity L⋆ obtained from bolometric flux (again by

SED-fitting) and distance, or the stellar density derived from transit light curves.
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Modelling of the spectroscopic and photometric data We combined the spectroscopic and pho-
tometric observations of WASP-193 to determine the physical parameters of the planetary system.
The stellar atmospheric parameters, Teff , log g⋆ and [Fe/H] from our spectroscopic analysis, were
coupled with the stellar radius R⋆ obtained from EXOFASTv2 (section 1) and mass M⋆ obtained
from CLES (see section 1) analysis to infer the stellar density, ρ⋆, luminosity, L⋆, and other physical
parameters.

We used a Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm19 to sample the posterior probability
distributions of the system’s parameters, from which we extracted the median values and their 1σ-
uncertainties. All photometric measurements contain additional faint (Gmag ∼ 16) neighbour star
at 4.2” (see Figure 8). The resulting dilution was found to be < 5%, which is included in our global
analysis.

We modelled the RV curves using a 2-body Keplerian model21 shown in Table 6, and the transit
light curves using the Mandel & Agol20 model multiplied by a baseline to correct for several
external effects related to time, full-width half-maximum (FWHM), airmass, position dx, dy and
background (see Table 4). The baseline model for each transit light curve was selected based on
minimizing the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)109 using the formula:

BIC = χ2 + k log(N), (1)

where k is the number of free parameters, N is the number of data points, and χ2 = −2 log(L), L is
the maximized value of the model’s likelihood function. The light curve observed on 06 April 2015
with TRAPPIST-South contains a meridian flip (i.e., a 180◦ rotation that the German equatorial
mount has to undergo when the target star passes the local meridian) at BJD = 2457119.619198
(see details in Table 4), that we modeled as a flux offset in our MCMC analysis.

The jump parameters in our MCMC analysis (i.e., parameters randomly perturbed at each step of
the MCMC) were:

• T0: the transit timing;

• W : the total duration of the transit (i.e. duration between ingress and egress);

• dF = R2
p/R

2
⋆: the transit depth, where Rp and R⋆ are the planetary and stellar radii, respec-

tively;

• b′ = a cos(i)/R⋆: the impact parameter, where i is the orbital inclination and a is the orbital
semi-major axis;

• P : the orbital period;
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• K2 = K P 1/3
√
1− e2, where K is the semi-amplitude of the RV and e is the orbital eccen-

tricity; and

•
√
e cos(w) and

√
e sin(w), where w is the argument of periastron.

The stellar parameters Teff , [Fe/H], and M⋆ were also jump parameters in our analysis. For Teff ,
[Fe/H], and log g⋆, we applied Gaussian priors based on the results of our spectroscopic analysis.

We assumed a quadratic limb-darkening (LD) law to take into account the impact of limb-darkening
on our transit light curves. For each filter, the quadratic LD coefficients, u1 and u2, were interpo-
lated from the tables of ref.110 using the Teff , log g⋆ and [Fe/H], obtained from our spectroscopic
analysis. For the non-standard I + z and BB filters, we took the averages of the values for the
standard filters Ic and Sloan-z′ for the I + z filter, and Ic and Johnson-R for the BB filter. The
LD coefficient values of u1 and u2 for each filter are presented in Table 3.

We performed two independent MCMC analyses: one assuming a circular orbit (model 1) and the
other assuming an eccentric orbit (model 2). For each model, we calculated the BIC value, which
was then used to compute the Bayes Factor (BF) using the relationship described by ref.111. The
Bayes Factor (BF12) was determined as BF12 = e(BICmodel2−BICmodel1)/2. Our analysis yielded a
BF12 value of 20.1, indicating strong evidence in favor of the eccentric scenario111.

For each transit light curve, a preliminary MCMC analysis composed of one Markov chain of
100 000 steps was performed to estimate the correction factor (CF ) to rescale the photometric
errors by CF = βred×βwhite, where βred is the red noise and βwhite is the white noise, as described
by ref.19. For the RVs, a jitter noise (i.e., the quadratic difference between the mean error of the
measurements and the standard deviation of the best-fitting residuals) of 22.3 m s−1 for CORALIE
and 4.1 m s−1 for HARPS was added quadratically to the RV error bars. Then, we conducted a
global MCMC analysis composed of five chains of 100 000 steps. The convergence of each chain
was checked using the statistical test presented by Gelman-Rubin104. The deduced parameters of
the WASP-193 system are presented in Table 2.

Atmospheric model and injection-retrieval test

The atmospheric model and the injection-retrieval test performed to assess WASP-193 b’s
suitability for atmospheric exploration with JWST uses the TIERRA retrieval framework52. We
model a synthetic WASP-193 b atmosphere using abundances consistent with WASP-39 b (volume
mixing ratio of CO:10−5, CO2: 10−4, H2 O: 10−3, SO2:10−5). We tested four different instrumental
settings (NIRSpec Grism, NIRISS SOSS, NIRCAM F322W2, and NIRSpec G395H) and found
that while all lead constraints on the planetary properties, JWST/NIRSpec Prism provides the most
comprehensive constraints owing to its more extensive wavelength coverage. Figure 5 presents the
synthetic data, the best fit, and the retrieved planetary parameters.
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Figure 8: Left panel: TRAPPIST-South z′ image cropped on a 150×150” region around WASP-
193. Middle panel: Pan-STARRS112 z′ image of the same 150×150” region around WASP-193
with an image-scale of 0.25” pixel−1. Right panel: TESS 150×150” image with the same FOV as
the left and middle panels.

Parameter Value Prior
Effective temperature Teff [K] 6078± 120 N(6080, 1202)
Surface gravity log g⋆ [dex] 4.284± 0.033 N(4.1, 0.12)
Rotational velocity V sin(i) [km/s] 4.29± 0.81 N(4.3, 0.82)
Metallicity [Fe/H] [dex] −0.060± 0.088 N(−0.06, 0.092)
Stellar mass M⋆ [M⊙] 1.059± 0.067 N(1.102, 0.0702)
Stellar radius R⋆ [R⊙] 1.235± 0.027 N(1.225, 0.0322)
Quadratic LD u1,Sloan−z′ 0.207± 0.013 N(0.207, 0.0132)
Quadratic LD u2,Sloan−z′ 9.288± 0.065 N(0.288, 0.0072)
Quadratic LD u1,I+z′ 0.219± 0.014 N(0.224, 0.0142)
Quadratic LD u2,I+z′ 0.290± 0.007 N(0.291, 0.0062)
Quadratic LD u1,Johnson−B 0.580± 0.027 N(0.543, 0.0262)
Quadratic LD u2,Johnson−B 0.022± 0.020 N(0.209, 0.0192)
Quadratic LD u1,Blue−Blocking 0.275± 0.014 N(0.276, 0.0152)
Quadratic LD u2,Blue−Blocking 0.298± 0.006 N(0.298, 0.0642)
Quadratic LD u1,TESS 0.254± 0.016 N(0.252, 0.0152)
Quadratic LD u2,TESS 0.296± 0.008 N(0.295, 0.0052)

Table 3: Priors used for WASP-193 for final global join analysis.
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Figure 9: Posterior probability distribution for the stellar physical parameters fitted using our
MCMC code as described in Methods. The vertical lines present the median value.
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Figure 10: Posterior probability distribution for the planetary physical parameters fitted using our
MCMC code as described in Methods. The vertical lines present the median value.
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Observation parameters MCMC analysis

Telescope Date Filter Np ExpT (s) Duration FWHM Baseline Residual RMS βw βr CF

(min) (pixel) function

TRAPPIST-S 02 Jan 2015 I + z 638 10 224 2.90 f(t1, f 1) 0.0043 1.09 2.27 2.48

TRAPPIST-S 06 Apr 2015 BB 724 8 230 2.67 f(a1, O) 0.0037 0.85 1.65 1.40

TRAPPIST-S 27 Jan 2017 z′ 602 20 297 3.28 f(t1, b1) 0.0042 1.00 1.34 1.34

TRAPPIST-S 08 Jun 2019 B 292 25 176 3.32 f(t1, b1) 0.0042 0.74 1.60 1.18

SPECULOOS-S 08 Jun 2019 B 484 15 280 5.02 f(t1, a1) 0.0034 0.63 1.93 1.20

TESS 07/03 – 02/04/2021 TESS - 600 - - - 0.0012 0.94 1.00 0.94
TESS 10/03 – 06/04/2023 TESS - 120 - - - 0.0025 0.97 1.02 0.99

Table 4: The table shows the observational and MCMC analysis parameters. Observation parame-
ters: date of observation, telescope, filter(s) used, number of images, exposure time(s), observation
duration and FWHM of the point-spread function. MCMC analysis parameters: selected baseline-
function, standard deviation (RMS) of the best-fitting residuals, deduced values of βwhite, βred and
the coefficient correction CF = βwhite × βred. For the baseline-function, f(εn), denotes, respec-
tively, the n−order polynomial function of the airmass (ε = a), FWHM (ε = f ), background sky
(ε = b), x & y positions (ε = xy), and the time (ε = t). The symbol O denotes an offset fixed at
the time of the meridian flip.

Parameter Symbol Value Value Unit

(Circular, e = 0) (Eccentric, e ̸= 0)

Jump parameters

Planet/star area ratio (Rp/R⋆)
2
Ic+z′ 1.42± 0.08 1.41± 0.08 %

(Rp/R⋆)
2
Sloan−z′ 1.30± 0.09 1.31± 0.09 %

(Rp/R⋆)
2
Johson−B 1.44± 0.18 1.45± 0.18 %

(Rp/R⋆)
2
Blue−Blocking 1.26± 0.17 1.28± 0.16 %

(Rp/R⋆)
2
TESS 1.24± 0.11 1.24± 0.11 %

Impact parameter b′ = a cos ip/R⋆ 0.306+0.077
−0.110 0.309+0.094

−0.160 R⋆

Transit duration W 0.1812± 0.0018 0.1812± 0.0022 days

Transit-timing T0 7781.66563± 0.00055 7781.66567± 0.00056 BJD - 2450000

Orbital period P 6.2463345± 0.0000003 6.2463345± 0.0000003 days

RV semi-amplitude K 14.9± 3.1 14.8± 3.0 m s−1

Table 5: Jump parameters used in our global MCMC analysis.
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JD - 2.450.000 RV [Km/s] σRV [Km/s] Instrument

7189.495005 -3.20480 0.03043 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7192.541007 -3.21921 0.07803 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7370.835932 -3.21178 0.03220 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7399.808035 -3.13149 0.04401 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7407.794853 -3.20625 0.02373 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7433.698835 -3.18020 0.02095 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7748.849031 -3.24191 0.05906 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7750.849267 -3.22754 0.03067 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7752.804569 -3.18884 0.05035 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
7917.511102 -3.16284 0.02673 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
8277.509694 -3.15936 0.03543 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
8298.463390 -3.16139 0.03678 Euler-1.2m/CORALIE
8520.833792 -3.20823 0.01026 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8537.867181 -3.17957 0.00695 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8539.862413 -3.17219 0.00829 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8540.782640 -3.18160 0.00684 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8541.860510 -3.16300 0.00551 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8542.824208 -3.16043 0.00537 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8543.807974 -3.18210 0.00820 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8660.500666 -3.14632 0.01434 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8661.541276 -3.16883 0.01107 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8670.484865 -3.18669 0.00619 ESO-3.6m/HARPS
8684.509150 -3.16585 0.01232 ESO-3.6m/HARPS

Table 6: Radial-velocities measurements for WASP-193 obtained from Euler-1.2m/CORALIE and
ESO-3.6m/HARPS spectrographs.
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